What an SVG Green Party
government will do
for you:

Welcome to the 2010/11
manifesto of St. Vincent &
the Grenadines Green Party

Imagine...

g Abolish water meter rental charge
g Abolish fuel surcharge
g Abolish the Grenadines Wharf 1 dollar tax

6

VAT abolished

20

a fairer SVG with referenda

g Build a science university

6

affordable food prices

21

g Build 5 new factories

7

agriculture revitalised with
Guaranteed Purchase

a health system that keeps
you healthy

21

Vincentians, not rich
foreigners, owning SVG

22

a reduced voting age

22

a government that values you

g Make education free from pre-school to university
g Make SVG economy a 4 billion dollar economy annually
g Sell fresh water in tanker loads
g Fish processing and fish canning industry
g Create thousands of new jobs
g Eradicate crime and poverty
g Significantly improve health services
g Put a science laboratory in all primary and secondary schools

8

thousands of new jobs in SVG

9

reasonable water and
electricity prices

10

world-class free education

23

11

real personal and public
safety

social policies to help not
punish

24

no more gender inequalities

24

life free from worry when
you're elderly

25

opportunities for young
people

g Abolish overhead charges on water bills

11

our own university in SVG

g Provide cheaper electricity

12

sensible foreign policies

g Move away from tourism to a sustainable economy

13

no more poverty

g Reduce the age of voting to 16

13

transparent government, free
of corruption

26

an environment not under
threat

14

a booming Green SVG
economy

27

disabled life with equal
opportunities

16

no cross-country road killing
our water

27

modern sports and leisure
facilities

16

no more ULP regime Birth Tax

28

17

Trade with China not
parasitic Taiwan

modern policing making SVG
safe

28

joint venture deep sea fishing

17

a rejuvenated business sector

29

niche tourism

18

free Rabacca sand

30

fewer HIV and AIDS cases

18

SVG drug-free and crime free

30

19

no Argyle airport tearing up
our country

SVG culture and heritage
respected

31

a better quality of life

g Guaranteed purchase in agriculture
g Ban the sale of lands to non-Vincentians
g Save our natural water supply by abolishing
the cross-country road project
g Abolish Argyle airport project
g Make Rabacca sand free again
g Cut ties with Taiwan and make ties with China
g Protect and preserve our heritage
g Protect and preserve our environment
g Reduce air pollution
g Reduce long queues at hospitals and health centres
g Make SVG sports competitive at the world level

Reclaim
Mustique
Island
for the
people
of SVG

g Create recreational parks for people to enjoy our green spaces
g Abolish VAT
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Introductory message
from Ivan O’Neal
Fellow Vincentians,
The time has come for the Green
revolution and a Green economy.
The whole country has suffered
from the ULP’s mismanagement of
the SVG economy. The Green
revolution is the solution to our
economic, social and
environmental problems.
The Green revolution is about having a
Green economy driven by science,
technology and the creation of new
industries, new products and
thousands of new jobs. The ULP
regime’s economic model, which is
solely dependent on one thing tourism - is a dead end. At present,
SVG is on a road to nowhere.

SVG has no industries to sustain a
livelihood. For every dollar we export,
we import 11 dollars; this shows that
the ULP regime is only creating jobs
abroad. There is a serious breakdown
I know that you feel let down and
in the family structure, with children
betrayed. The ULP regime has broken
not respecting their elders. Some
election promises and their policies are
people have to hustle so much to make
depriving people of jobs, choice in
a dollar, they don’t have time to
education and ownership in
look after their children. We
land. Their policies are
will turn this around with a
The Green
hostile to people who
Green economy.
revolution is about
want to earn and save
having
a
Green
money, have their own
In terms of education,
economy driven by
business and ensure
SVG is lagging behind
science, technology and
the best for their
the rest of the world.
the creation of new
children. The ULP
All of our primary
industries, new
regime is uncaring and
schools and most of
inefficient. Our nation
products and
our secondary schools
needs to eradicate this
do not have science
thousands of new
‘ULP regime disease’ of
laboratories. Under the
jobs.
over-regulation, overGreen revolution, education
taxation, high unemployment,
will be free from preschool to
lots of crime, hungry families, rape,
university for every child. Having a
high murder rate, high utility bills,
more highly educated society will help
heartless VAT and high food prices.
reduce crime.
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SVG Green Party is a party you
can believe in. It is the party
with the best ideas and the
economic intelligence to build a
strong economy by utilising
SVG’s indigenous resources and
creating thousands of jobs.
Only a Green government can
reduce crime and protect your
home, family and business. Our
nation cannot continue with the
incompetent and sloppy ULP
regime and we don’t want 17
more wasted years of NDP.
SVG needs a new direction and
a visionary approach that can
fully utilise the resources of our
country and the potential of our
people. To be successful, SVG
needs a Green economy where
all of us can benefit from the
resources of the country. We
cannot afford to wait until our
country runs into a greater state
of poverty and squalor. We
must seize the opportunity now to vote
in a Green government.

I have a BSc honours degree in Finance,
a Masters degree in Budgeting and
Macroeconomics and a Masters in
Business Administration. My promise is
strong and so is my will and desire to
serve this nation.

No country can progress positively
without strong leadership. All countries
with strong economies have strong
leaders. Leaders have to be visionary,
creative and must know their
SVG may never be the biggest.
subject. A good knowledge of
But we can be the best. The
We
economics and finance is
best place to live, the best
essential, as well as the
must seize the
place for a child to grow up
ability to bridge the divide
opportunity now
and the best place for a life
in society. Good health is
to vote in a Green of opportunity and hope.
important too.
government.
Vote for a happier, richer
I have shown competent and
strong leadership, having served
over 31 years in the British Royal Air
Force with honourable and
distinguished military service and
managed budgets of millions of dollars.

future. Vote Green. Vote for
the telephone. Green is
prosperity.
Ivan O’Neal BSc (Hons), MSc, MBA.
A dedicated patriot, leader and
co-founder of SVG Green Party
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Imagine VAT abolished

We are here with
economic solutions.
We all knew it was a bad idea, but
Over
We will replace
the ULP regime stubbornly went
96% of this
income to the
ahead with it. VAT has blighted
government’s
Treasury from
our country. VAT is choking
income comes
VAT with
our economy and caused large
significant income
from fines and
price rises in commodities,
from the bulk sale
overtaxing the
many businesses to go bust,
of
fresh water and
people.
thousands of job losses and
a new deep sea
forced many poor families further
fishing industry. VAT
into poverty. VAT is bad and it must
will be abolished without any
go as it denies people a good life.
negative impact on the Treasury.
Under a Green economy, water will
A Green government will carry out the
be the new ‘green gold’.
wishes of the people and abolish VAT.
We will all feel an instant relief as the
burden of VAT is lifted. Once VAT has
gone, businesses and households will
start seeing a greater
income and happier times.

Vincentians have been taxed too
much.We will also abolish the
unfair Grenadines Wharf tax.

Imagine
affordable food
Food is one of life’s
necessities and everyone
should be able to nourish
themselves. Food prices in
SVG have risen to high levels,
putting the health of many
at risk and practically
making food
Children are
unaffordable for the
going hungry
poor and unemployed.

A Green government will give out
seeds to people free of charge so
everybody can have a backyard
because the ULP
garden supplying them with
One of SVG Green
regime is
food. A revitalised marketing
Party government’s
corporation will buy any excess
incompetent.
priorities will be to
backyard garden produce. With no
make food affordable for
VAT, every household will be able
all immediately. The
to put food on the table.
suffering has gone on too long.
SVG can only reduce food prices by
A Green government will provide
eating what we grow and growing what
incentives to encourage use of local
we eat. If it comes from abroad, SVG
foods rather than imported foods from
will not be able to control food prices.
thousands of miles away.
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Imagine agriculture revitalised with Guaranteed Purchase
Agriculture in SVG has been hit hard. It
has been destroyed by diseases such as
Moko and the ‘ULP disease’. Under this
incompetent ULP regime, agriculture
and the rural economy has been
decimated.

Let us say it again, ‘you grow it and the
SVG Green Party government will buy
it’. Guaranteed Purchase - Economic
Intelligence!

An SVG Green Party government will
create a thriving agro-processing sector
which will create many jobs. We will
Agriculture is at its worst state since
also set up regional branches of an SVG
independence. Farmers’ income has
Marketing
plummeted and
Corporation in
many have been
GUARANTEED PURCHASE?
order to support
reduced to relying
you grow it and the Green
local farmers.
on ULP regime
Party government will buy it
handouts. The ULP
Under a Green
regime has turned
government, the rural economy will be
agriculture into an industry of
booming and people will have jobs and
dependency and has taken away
money in their pocket. A Green
dignity.
government will find markets for what
is produced. Food needs to be grown
An SVG Green Party government will
organically to avoid the high price of
resuscitate the agricultural sector with
inputs and because foreign trade
economic intelligence. A Green
partners are demanding it.
government will introduce
‘GUARANTEED PURCHASE’ – you grow
We will bring back a coconut oil
it and the Green Party government will
factory.
buy it.
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Imagine reasonable
water and electricity
prices
Over the past 25 years,
wasteful spending and
bad planning by the ULP
and NDP regimes has
damaged our utilities
structure. Bills for CWSA,
water and electricity are
very expensive and we
endure some of the
highest prices in the
Caribbean. Many families
struggle to pay these bills
and many others go
without electricity
because it is too costly.

Imagine thousands
of new jobs in SVG

By increasing our exports and reducing
our imports, we will create a growth in
the private sector which will create
thousands of new jobs. There
Unemployment stands
will be at least 5 new factories
at least
unacceptably high at over 50%.
in SVG and we will set up the
five new
For many people it’s hard to
economy to nurture a
factories
in
get a job, simply because there
multiplicity of small
SVG
are few jobs around. Over the
businesses. There will be more
past 25 years the people have
skilled, self-employed people and
gotten a raw deal. Job creation has
opportunities for you to be your own
been lacking. The ULP government has
boss.
devastated the SVG economy. They
peddle propaganda - not solutions!
A Green government will:
An SVG Green Party government will
create thousands of new jobs by
expanding and reviving the economy.
Both skilled and unskilled people will
be assisted to get the job that’s right
for them. We will train people to fill the
gaps in the economy. A skilled
workforce is needed for the prosperity
of our country.
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g create links with educational
establishments abroad to give people
greater opportunities to work abroad;
g improve education and training
facilities to improve the skills of
people needing jobs;
g create incentives for Vincentians
abroad to return and put their
knowledge and experience back into
our economy.
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Access to water
and electricity is
Abolish
a basic need
for all. The
the water
continual
meter charge
charge for a
and the fuel
water meter is
surcharge
a rip-off. The
fuel surcharge
was introduced in
1973 to help stabilise the new VINLEC
company. Yet, 36 years later, it is still
there. It must go. Abolish it.
A Green government will reduce
overhead costs in water and electricity
bills – they are just ULP taxes in
disguise. There is no economic or
financial justification for the basic
water charge and environmental fee:
the ULP regime already gains sufficient
environment tax from motor vehicles
and every tourist that visits this
country.
The ULP regime has failed poor and
low-income people.

An SVG Green Party government will:
g offer free water and electricity to
poor families;
g offer free water and electricity to
people over 60;
g reduce the price of electricity by 50
per cent over five years;
g focus on alternative sources of energy
to oil, such as wind, biomass, water
and solar. History has shown that the
price of oil will only ever rise;
g abolish VINLEC’s electricity monopoly
and fuel surcharge.

Green is Prosperity - www.svggreenparty.org - Vote for the telephone
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Imagine
world-class
free education

Imagine real personal
and public safety
There has been a lot of
lawlessness in SVG and
crime is practically out of
control. Rape, murder,
robbery, drugs and gun
crime have all increased. We all know
someone who has been a victim of
crime.

Sending your
children to school
is expensive. Many
families cannot
afford the charges
and so their
children miss out
on school.
An SVG Green
Party government
will bring in
totally free
education. All children will be able to
enjoy the benefits of free education
from pre-school to university. A Green
government will modernise the
education system so that children get a
world-class education.

We will:
g expand pre-school education and
significantly upgrade the pre-school
learning environment, with standards
for pre-school buildings and
compulsory training for all preschool teachers;

Until we have an educated population
g we will regulate pre-schools and set a
SVG is going nowhere. Both the NDP
standard national world-class
and ULP regimes have failed to provide
curriculum;
adequate educational systems
to give young people
g provide free school meals,
long-term financial
textbooks and uniforms;
Poor
security. In some
g provide educational support
families have
areas of SVG, 2 out
and additional tuition for
of 3 children fail
stark choices: buy children struggling at school;
common entrance
g set up community homework
food or send the
exams.
groups
to encourage and help
kids to school.
children to do their homework;
We propose single
This is unfair. g provide more and better
sex classes in
secondary schools to
equipment to schools including
reduce the truancy rate
computers;
and drop-out rate from school
g equip all secondary schools with
of teenagers. Studies show that boys
science laboratories;
and girls in single sex classes achieve
g make all examinations free;
better results, are better behaved and
g increase post-16 education facilities.
leave school with more confidence.
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In 2007, there were 36 murders. The
high crime rate is due to the bad
economy and high unemployment.
The ULP regime has devastated the
SVG economy and does not have the
economic intelligence to fix it. The
result has been the loss of personal
and public safety. Many people are
worried about safety at home and on
the street. The ULP regime seems not
to care.

SVG Green Party takes
the issue of your
personal and public
safety seriously. A Green
government will
positively transform our
society to make it safe.
We should all be able to
experience the utmost personal and
public safety and have peace of mind
at home and on the street.
The Green revolution will increase
employment and this will naturally
reduce crime. There is a need to
instil in society mutual respect for
one another and the ability to walk
away from arguments. Most crime is
gender related, so we need specific
policies that help young males. We
need an education curriculum that
takes into account the differences in
gender.

Imagine our own university
Our No. 1 resource is our people, which
is why we must educate them. An SVG
Green Party government will build a
national university in Georgetown.
Only a Green government can deliver
this university. Neither the ULP nor the
NDP has put forward a coherent
economic strategy to create revenue for
our country, and national debt has
increased to over 1.8 billion dollars.
Weak ULP regime economics closed the
Kingstown Medical College. This badly
hurt accommodation businesses,
supermarkets, car rental and the
economy as a whole. Previous
governments in SVG have neglected to
build a university in 30 years of our
independence.

Most countries in the world that have
gained independence have built a
university, creating a positive impact
on the educational development of
their people. Whilst all forms of
education are important to a country, it
is university education that is crucial
for sustainable development and
moves the country forward.

Green is Prosperity - www.svggreenparty.org - Vote for the telephone
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The combined UWI has not benefited
us. Proximity to a university increases
the number of graduates. Most SVG
families cannot afford the travel or
accommodation costs to send their
children to UWI. It is essential that SVG
has a more educated population as this
will attract foreign investment and
create our own local pool of educated
experts so we can work towards
becoming truly independent.
Knowledge is the way forward.

A Green government will:
g provide university places free to
Vincentian nationals with the prerequisite qualifications;
g provide bursaries to poor students to
cover the costs of books;
g offer places in SVG university to feepaying foreign students.
An SVG university brings economic,
social and financial benefits for
everyone in SVG.

The university will encourage the
establishment of many small
businesses and create thousands of
new jobs in the construction and the
running of the university.

We project knock-on effects such as:
g the need for much more rented
accommodation;
g the need for many more rental
vehicles;
g the need for more shops and
restaurants;
g a big demand for agricultural
products to supply the university;
g financial opportunities for street
vendors;

Imagine no more poverty

Prosperity not poverty!
A Green government will eradicate
poverty by increasing literacy and good
health via job creation. Nationally, we
need a changed mindset, so people are
able to be optimistic about their future.
We will encourage empowerment
through life skills such as
planning, spending
wisely and thinking
No matter
positively. We must
what the colour of
move away from
your t-shirt, poverty
the begging and
can still come to your dependency
door if we don’t get a culture brought by
Green government
the ULP regime.

It is distressing to see so many of our
Vincentian brothers and sisters living
in extreme poverty. Feeding the family
has become very difficult for many
households. Why should the poor be
punished and have to struggle in
poverty because of the ULP regime’s
incompetence?
An SVG Green Party government
will make sure that every child
has food. Poverty will be driven
from our shores under a Green
government and replaced with
wealth and vitality.

g the value of the house or land of all
land-owners and house-owners will
appreciate considerably in value;
g the social effect will be a reduced
level of crime, poverty and illiteracy
and an increase in money in your
pocket.

Imagine sensible
foreign policies
It is important for SVG to
take an active role in world
and regional forums of
economic, social and
environmental development.
Institutions such as the
United Nations, World Bank,
International Monetary Fund
and the World Trade
Organisation make decisions
that affect our lives. It is
necessary that we are proactive in
these institutions and the global
economy so that our rights and lives
are not adversely affected. We will
work to strengthen CARICOM too.
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Imagine transparent government, free of corruption

Our foreign policy will be based on
mutual respect. A Green government
will strengthen ties with countries
that have a large population of
Vincentians living abroad.
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SVG Green Party advocates
a greater system of transparency within
government in SVG. A Green government
will introduce a policy of disclosure of
income and assets for members of
government and people in senior public
jobs, prior to taking up office. A
Disclosure Act will show the income and
changes in wealth of individuals while
they hold senior public jobs to stamp
out corruption.

Green is Prosperity - www.svggreenparty.org - Vote for the telephone
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Imagine a booming
Green SVG economy

SVG’s economy is only working at
about one-eighth of its capacity.
Presently the turnover is only 500
million dollars mainly from loans and
over-taxation of the people. The
weakness of the economy is the
revenue creation side. Over 96% of the
revenue collected is from taxes and
fines from the people.

Our economy is the foundation of
the nation. When the economy is
shaky, society is shaky. During the
past 9 years, the ULP regime has
recklessly spent approximately
$12,000 of taxpayers’ money
every hour, leaving us with the
highest ever public debt at over
$1.8 billion. The debt to GDP ratio
is dangerously high at almost 90%
and we have very high food prices.

We will create thousands of new jobs,
provide better and free education, a
better health service, eradicate poverty,
fight the causes of crime and eradicate
the ULP regime dependency and
begging culture.

The ULP regime has spent
taxpayers’ money wastefully and
we have little to show for it except
high prices, high unemployment
and an unhappy nation. SVG is
getting left behind in the global
economy and we are losing
opportunities and wealth creation
prospects for the people of
SVG.

Under the Green revolution, the SVG
economy will be driven by 20
variables utilising our
the
indigenous resources. The
main pillars of a Green
ULP regime
Our economy is unstable
recklessly spends revolution will be the sale
and dangerously
about $12,000 of of bulk water in tanker
vulnerable. It relies solely
loads, a modern fishing
taxpayers’
on tourism and is propped
industry
and an electricity
money every
up by the ULP regime begging
industry from renewable
hour
and borrowing from foreign
energies such as hydro, solar
countries. The ULP regime is in a
and wind.
permanent state of dependency and
Some of the sectors the economy will
this state dependence encourages
dependence at all levels of our nation,
be built on are:
reducing citizens’ long-term financial
g a high-quality deep sea fishing
stability and security.
industry;
The Green revolution is about building
a strong Green economy driven by
science and technology, and the
creation of new industries, new
markets and thousands of new jobs.
This will create a significant new inflow
of needed revenue to the SVG Treasury.

g bulk export of water;
g voluntary export of human capital;
g good government investment;
g a high-quality agricultural sector;
g university education service sector;
g boosting small businesses;
g environmental trading.
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Tourism alone cannot provide for the
needs of our nation. Only a broadbased Green economy can
deliver the dreams of our
The
A Green government will
people and provide for the
incompetent
focus less on tourism, which
modern needs of the people
ULP regime do
is a dead end, and more on
of
SVG. SVG has no
not understand
new global industries such as
comparative advantage in
money.
water export, a fish industry,
tourism, but SVG has a
agro-processing, factories and
significant comparative
by charging foreign students to
advantage in the bulk sale of fresh
attend the SVG university. We can earn
water in tanker loads; in fishing, fish
more money from an education service
processing and fish canning; and in tea
industry that we will ever get from
processing.
tourism.
Globally, we should
be giving rather
than taking. When
the tsunami
happened in 2004,
we all saw the TV
pictures of
thousands of
children made
homeless and
orphaned.
Embarrassingly,
SVG did not donate
1 dollar of aid to
those victims.

2010 - 2011 manifesto of St. Vincent & the Grenadines Green Party

Photo: Tea
manufacturing
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Imagine no cross-country
road killing our water
In 1973, SVG passed a law called
the Electricity Act 1973. This Act
prohibits development in a
greenbelt area of mainland St.
Vincent to protect and preserve
an area of secondary rainforest
which is the watershed for
SVG’s high-quality, fresh
drinking water. The ULP regime
wants to take away our drinking
water.

Vote
Green to save
our drinking
water

SVG Green party is against the
cross-country road. If the
delicate watershed is damaged
the effect will be irreversible.
We will lose our natural water
supply from the rainforests in
SVG and the price of water will
rise and be virtually
unaffordable to poor families.

The economically incompetent ULP
regime has damaged business so much
that cash tills ring infrequently. Many
businesses, especially in rural areas,
have been forced to close. Boarded-up
tombs litter our countryside where
businesses once existed. One by one,
businesses are dying as they choke
under the ULP regime’s diseased taxes
and policies.

The people who have been hit by this
birth tax are our children,
grandchildren and their
unborn children who’ll be
Each
paying for Ralph
SVG child born
Gonsalves’s incompetence
today will owe
for decades. It is morally
$16,000 towards
wrong.

The ULP has created the
most immoral new tax
ever levied in SVG
history: a tax on the
paying off the
unborn. Tax on birth is
ULP’s national
the present the ULP
A highly developed Green
regime has created for the
deficit.
SVG will ensure that babies
unborn. Who does Ralph
are born in to a land of
Gonsalves think will pay for his
prosperity and opportunity and
1.8 billion public debt increase?
not born into debt.
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Taiwan and SVG’s relationship of
twenty-seven years has shown very
little benefit to SVG, whereas Taiwan
has reaped huge rewards. There has
been no transfer of technology to
SVG. Taiwan has the world’s third
largest reserve at US$ 207 billion. It
imports approximately US$ 2 billion a
year of vegetable products, but none
from SVG.

Imagine a rejuvenated
business sector

The cross country road is the
most evil project in the history
of SVG. A Green government
will stop this project and save
the country’s water. IT MUST
NOT BE BUILT.

Imagine no more ULP
regime Birth Tax

Imagine trade with China
not parasitic Taiwan

2010 - 2011 manifesto of St. Vincent & the Grenadines Green Party

Instead, Taiwan has made hundreds
of millions of dollars a year since
1987, from fishing in the Atlantic
Ocean under SVG’s tuna fishing
licence and contributed to the
destruction of SVG by funding the
cross-country road. An SVG Green
Party government will cut ties with
Taiwan and create ties with The
People’s Republic of China and other
countries wanting respectful bilateral
relations. SVG will be better-off as a
result, both financially and
economically.
A Green
revolution will
create
synergistic
economics and
encourage new
businesses
with a variety
of products to
fit the gaps that exist in SVG economy.
The profiled business sector will meet
the overall needs of society and the
output of the country.

Innovation and entrepreneurial
An SVG Green Party government will
development are essential to a society
pump life back into the dying business
that seeks to solve its own problems
sector. A Green government will
and export expertise. Knowledge and
modernise the economy. The private
innovation and small business
business sector is important and the
development, especially in
Green government will provide
the area of green
intelligent assistance. An SVG
technology will be the
Boarded
Green Party government will re-up tombs litter foundation of a Green
ignite the manufacturing sector
society.
our countryside
and promote small businesses.
The increase in the
where businesses SVG needs to export.
manufacturing sector will create
once existed.
Imagine being in a
new jobs and reduce crime. We
shop in Asia or Africa
will update the tax system to make
and finding a product
it fairer, provide training grants and
made here. That would make
encourage Vincentians abroad to set up
any Vincentian proud of our nation.
businesses in SVG.

Green is Prosperity - www.svggreenparty.org - Vote for the telephone
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Imagine free Rabacca sand
A Green government will reverse the
present ULP regime’s disrespectful scheme
of charging for Rabacca sand and provide
it free of charge again. A major part of
Vincy culture is building and owning our
own home. Free Rabacca sand will
significantly reduce the cost of building
your home. We will stop any form of
mining of Rabacca sand by foreign
companies. We will end Taiwan’s links
with Rabacca sand and then end Taiwan’s
links with SVG. We will return ownership
of Rabacca sand back to the people of SVG
– the rightful owners!

Imagine SVG drug-free
and crime-free
The incompetent ULP regime has
devastated the SVG economy and
caused the gap between rich and
poor to increase. Inequalities in
society are a significant factor
in the causes of crime.

An SVG Green Party government will:
g set up anti-drugs and crime
programs;
g work with marijuana farmers to
enable them to find alternatives
sources of income such as hemp
farming;
Crime

is out of
control

The ULP regime has focused on
fighting crime – building big jails,
heavily arming the police and issuing
big fines. Under the Green revolution
we will fight the causes of crime such
as unemployment, poor education,
poverty, squalor, the dilapidated
environment and social inequality – the
big gap between the rich and the poor.

g set up a Youth Offending
Scheme to deal with offending
youths or youths at risk of
offending;

g deal more effectively with the drug
trade by strengthening the SVG
economy to offer substitute
employment. Idle hands can be
mischievous hands;
g have better coordination with foreign
countries to control illegal gun
running;
g provide more opportunities to
harness the free time of young
people;
g discredit the culture of drugs and
guns through programs in school and
show the benefit of education
compared to crime.
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Imagine no Argyle
airport tearing up
our country
It has been a healthy
blessing not to have
an international
airport in SVG. The
Argyle airport is a
misfit for SVG and will
cause substantial
economic, social and
environmental
damage.

Economic damage
To date, the ULP regime has not issued
a public document relating to the
Argyle airport about:
g an economic impact analysis to show
if the Argyle airport will stimulate
the SVG economy;
g a cost / benefit analysis;
g an employment creation analysis;
g a financial analysis to forecast
income and expenditure to establish
if it is even feasible to operate the
Argyle airport;
g an opportunity cost analysis to verify
how the one billion dollars spent on
the construction of the Argyle airport
project could have been used in
better ways, rather than on this
airport, to create a strong and
sustainable economy in SVG. For
example, building a science
university to give our children a
proper education to obtain a higher
level of employment.
All the countries in the Caribbean
which have focused on tourism as the
engine of their economy are listed in
the world’s top fifteen of most
indebted countries.

If we follow these countries and focus
on tourism as the engine of our
economy, SVG will be in more serious
public debt.
To push the tourism project and the
Argyle airport as the magic pill for SVG
economic ills is morally wrong. It is
merely an excuse by the ULP regime to
build a military airport at Argyle to
facilitate the political dogma of the
mad dogs of ALBA.

Social damage
Mass tourism only provides seasonal,
low-paid work. Seasonal workers face
job insecurity, usually with no
guarantee of employment from one
season to the next, poor housing and
working conditions, and difficulties in
getting training, employment-related
medical benefits, and recognition of
their experience. Mass tourism will not
provide long-term financial security,
and the poor will be worst affected.
Studies have shown strong correlations
between increases in tourist arrivals
and crime. Where there are more bars
and nightclubs catering for tourists, we
see the rise of other ‘services’ such as
prostitution and drugs.
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Sex tourism comes with mass tourism
and keeps people in poverty. We see
this in Cuba and the Dominican
Republic. It exploits locals both
economically and racially. The tourist
trade also provides an infrastructure
for the drugs trade. V. S. Naipaul
wrote: "Every poor country accepts
tourism as an unavoidable degradation.
None of these has gone so far as some
of these West Indian islands which, in
the name of tourism, have sold
themselves into a new slavery".

Imagine a fairer SVG with
referenda
We have seen under the ULP regime
that a country can be strangled to
death by an incompetent government.
This tyrannical ULP regime has cut off
many people’s long-term life
opportunities with unintelligent
policies.

SVG Green Party strongly believes that
government driven by referendum
is the best way to safeguard the
Give
finances and assets of SVG.
Environmental damage
power
back
Under our current system the
The United Nations
to the
electorate has power only one
Environment Programme notes
day every 5 years - we vote and
people
that uncontrolled, mass
then
we hope for the best. Under
tourism is one of the root causes
the
referendum
structure, the
behind coastal degradation and
electorate would have power over the
other environmental damage today.
government every day of those 5 years.
The consequences of the Argyle airport
The party in office becomes more of an
will cause deforestation and water and
administrative body and SVG is driven
air pollution. The high altitude aviation
by referenda. The referendum structure
fuel will damage SVG’s rainforest area
stipulates what policies must be
and therefore threaten the source of
decided by a referendum. For example,
our fresh drinking water supply.
any project involving over say 5 million
dollars must be put to
On average, tourists
the people and
use over 9 times as
decided by
much water and
referendum.
electricity as a local
resident. This will
Masses of SVG’s crown
cause water and
lands are being sold to
electricity shortages in
foreigners without the
SVG and large price
people’s say. Also, the
increases for water and
proposed crosselectricity. As
country road would
expected, it is the poor
seriously damage our
who suffer the most
forest environment
and have to go
and end our natural
without.
water supply. These
decisions and other serious issues
A Green party government will stop the
should be put to the people - they are
construction of the Argyle airport
too important for one person to decide!
project for the reasons given above.
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Imagine a health
system that keeps
you healthy
Good health can come from
a good diet and good
exercise. Health is one of
the most significant factors
affecting a person’s ability
to contribute to society.
Access to health care,
therefore, is one of the most
important issues facing our
country.

An SVG Green Party
government will:
g reduce the long queues at
the accident and emergency units
and other health facilities;
g provide better regional medical
facilities based on what is needed for
particular communities;
g promote healthy living
clubs in
An
communities to
end to long
inform people about
queues
preventative health,
such as not smoking,
dangers of excessive
alcohol use and eating healthy food
as opposed to junk food;
g include on the school curriculum
teaching about good healthy
lifestyles;
g increase the number of doctors;
g look at greater use of preventative
and alternative medicines;
g promote community public health
care;
g consult with health care experts to
reduce long waiting lists for
treatment.

Imagine Vincentians, not rich
foreigners, owning SVG
The ULP regime has done such a bad
job of running the economy that our
nation is out of money and heavily
indebted. To bridge the gap, they are
selling off our nation’s lands to pay for
their mistakes. When the lands have
gone, they will sell our buildings and
then the shirt on our backs. The
actions of the ULP regime are
irresponsible. It’s a downward spiral
that must be stopped now.
An SVG Green Party government will
end the sale of crown lands. Too much
of SVG’s land has been sold to
foreigners. The lands of SVG should be
for Vincentians only. When our
children grow up they will want to
build their own house on their own
land. This will only be possible after a
change to a Green government.
Foreigners will be able to lease land
only for up to 30 years for
development and investment.
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Imagine a reduced
voting age
The ULP regime is
ruining young people’s
long-term life
opportunities with unintelligent
policies. Young people have received
little benefit from the incompetent
ULP regime - they are poorer, undereducated, generally unemployed and
have no opportunities for their longterm future. The ULP regime has
ignored young people’s plight and
forced them into poverty.

A Green government will
reduce the voting age from 18
to 16 years, to empower young
people and give young people a
say in the process of
government. This is essential
because the bulk of our population
is young people. It is right that
young people have a greater say in
the direction of their future.
Government will be forced to
provide better facilities for young
people, because young people will
have the power to vote them out.
With a reduced voting age young
people will no longer be ignored.

Imagine a government
that values you
The ULP regime has shown disrespect
to the people and seems not to value
us. It has made life very difficult. The
ULP regime promised much, but
produced little, betraying those who
had trusted it. A government is meant
to assist people to live, but the ULP
regime is burying us alive.
The present regime seems
uninterested in the welfare of the
people, as they are not providing new
jobs.
An SVG Green Party government will
value people. A Green government will
empower everyone so they can live
their life fully and independently. We
will work to restore the bonds of trust
between people and their elected
representatives. A Green government
will promote accountability of the
government to the people.
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Imagine social policies
to help, not punish
Building a Greener economy
is about building a Greener
society that is inclusive of
all, from the poorest to the
richest. It means founding a
society on principles of
equality and social
equilibrium. Everyone must
have an equal opportunity
to improve themselves.
Under the incompetent ULP
regime we have seen an
increase in child abuse,
teenage pregnancy, children
living on the streets,
mentally ill people and
poverty. Many families are
without basic utilities and
adequate shelter. Poverty
should not be seen as a way of
life and no one should be
poor in SVG.

a society
based on
principles of
equality and
social
equilibrium.

It all revolves around the
same thing – the economy.
In countries where the
economy is strong, you don’t
have the extent of these social
problems, because people have
jobs, money in their pocket, decent
shelter, and not living under the
pressure of poverty or worried about
where their next meal will come from.

Poverty alleviation will be our
focus. It is necessary to make
life easier for poor and lowincome families.

To this end an SVG Green
Party government will:

g work to ensure that all
housing has electricity and
piped water;

g work to make all housing hurricaneproof;
g improve sanitation and drainage
system in residential areas;
g introduce policies to educate about
the need for tolerance;
g show fathers the need to maintain
their children;
g reduce the class divide and instil
mutual respect.
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Imagine no more gender
inequalities

g break down gender barriers that
women face in trade and wealth
creation / business;

It is a fact that to even talk about
development, one must include
gender. Development needs
women if any kind of positive
process of social change is
going to take place.

g run programs addressing teenage
pregnancy, including sexual health
and family planning;
g end violence against women
and domestic violence;
g strengthen women’s
groups.

An SVG Green Party
government will:

SVG must focus more on
helping young males in the
education system. More
needs to be done to bring
them on a par with girls. The
present trend of so many young
men going to jail is a waste of human
resources and a significant blight to
our nation. The more we keep boys in
education, the less crime we will have.

g make all statutory boards
50% women;
g encourage more women to
occupy positions in
government and other elected
leadership positions in institutions
and provide role models for young
women;

Imagine life free from
worry when you’re elderly

Value
elderly
people

We need to recognise the
importance of older people and
enable them to continue to be
productive members of society. They
play a significant role in SVG’s society
and are valued
citizens with much to
offer. We must meet
all their needs,
especially healthrelated ones.

An SVG Green Party
government will:
g assist elderly people
to continue to live in
their own home
when they are
unable to cope on
their own;
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g provide free electricity and
water to elderly households;
g ensure protection from
loneliness, malnutrition, and
chronic diseases;

g introduce price discrimination
for elderly people over 60 years:
exemption from departure tax, free
health care and
medicines;
g improve their
standard of living and
health by increased
pensions and poor
relief;
g enable them to play
a bigger role in
helping their
grandchildren;
g support families
looking after elderly
relatives.
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Imagine
opportunities
for young
people
It is important to
remember that as
well as working
‘for’ young people,
we need to work
‘with’ young
people. We believe
that the experts on
young people and
the issues that
affect them are the
young people
themselves.
g provide more opportunities to fulfil
their ambitions, such as cultural
g set up community training units so
exchange visits where students go to
people can gain skills or retake
other countries to live and gain
secondary school exams in
exposure to foreign countries.
evening classes if necessary;
This helps to improve selfOur young
g provide sustainable jobs
people are our esteem and empower young
and better quality
people. It broadens their
tomorrow – so
education (science and
horizons and encourages
we must invest
technology focused) up to
young people to adopt a
in them
university level so we
more positive attitude to life
today.
compete with other
and strive to achieve a better
countries;
lifestyle. It points them in the
opposite direction of crime.
g provide a higher level of sports
activity so young people can
compete properly at
international levels;

An SVG Green Party government will:

g reduce the voting age to 16;
g encourage young people to
operate their own small
business;
g encourage young people to stay
on longer in education to get
higher and better skills;
g create a Minister for Youth
Development;
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Imagine our environment
not under threat
The protection and preservation of our
environment is critical to our survival.
SVG Green Party believes it is necessary
that we all care for our environment
and look after our ecosystem and
biodiversity.
The protection and preservation of the
watersheds is paramount to the longterm health of the environment and
Pollution dumped into our
our people. Our watercourses are
watercourses ends up the marine
vulnerable to pollution via construction
environment. Pesticide residue leaks
upstream and by pesticides that
into the coastal environment
are washed into the rivers from
and is ingested by fish and
agricultural lands. A Green
Say no to
ends up inside of us when we
government will save our
the ULP regime consume fish from our local
water by cancelling the
incinerator – it
waters. We will stop further
cross-country road project.
will give you
pollution of the marine
cancer
environment.
The air pollution in
Kingstown is unacceptable. An
As a society, we need to make
SVG Green Party government will
SVG greener and cleaner, with more
reduce air pollution to reduce the
trees and bins. It is more cost-effective
increase in respiratory illnesses and
to have a Green economy than to have
childhood asthma.
a non-Green economy. A Green
government will undertake an
We must move towards a strategy of
extensive reforestation program to stop
zero waste – stop using landfill and
landslides. We must reduce noise
incineration and focus on reducing,
pollution, so as to reduce social
reusing and recycling. We will start a
disturbances.
door-to-door collection of recyclable
waste.
The ULP regime wants to build a new
incinerator in Bequia. This is dangerous
as the smoke from the incinerator will
carry dioxins which will give you cancer
and cause children to be born with
deformities.
Stop the ULP regime incinerator;
otherwise, this will be the new
welcome sign to Bequia:

Imagine disabled life
with equal opportunities
Our society should be more positive
about disabled people. Disabled
people have a valuable part to play in
society like all other citizens.

An SVG Green Party government will:
g assess the living, education and
employment needs of disabled
people;
g ensure mainstream education;
g assist disabled people to live
independently and purchase
disability aids and adaptations;
g introduce more positive legislation
including access to public buildings;

Imagine modern sports
and leisure facilities
Sport has a tremendous therapeutic
value, and teaches discipline and
teamwork. Many people
are unable to enjoy as
much sport as they
would like as most of
the sporting
infrastructure is still
localised in the
Kingstown area, and
many rural areas lack
quality sports facilities.

An SVG Green Party government will:
G provide more sports equipment for
people in areas outside of Kingstown;
G put more resources into sports and
inter-schools competitions;
G increase leisure facilities in parks;

g introduce
laws to
prevent
discrimination
in
employment
and
education;
g provide
more
accessible
transport to enable disabled people
to contribute more easily to
society;
g provide a suitable allowance to
cover the extra expenses incurred
by disability to enable disabled
people to have a better quality of
life.

There will be regular sports in and out
of schools and organised inter-school
competitions. From these competitions,
we will draw the best athletes and put
them in to an elite sports programme
so they can compete and represent SVG
at world levels, such as
the Olympics and world
championships.
We will turn sports in
to an industry so young
people can benefit from
their sporting talents.
One Olympic gold
medal is enough to put
SVG on the world sporting map. Our
nation must take sports seriously and
provide an income for talented sports
people, so they can focus solely on
sports. Our objective as a small nation
is to bring home a gold medal from
every Olympic Games.

G build a sports academy.
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Imagine modern policing
making SVG safe

Imagine joint venture
deep sea fishing

In 2007, under the incompetent ULP
regime, SVG suffered its worst era of
violent crime. There were 36 murders
in just one year. The rate of death due
to violence in SVG is 22 times the rates
of death due to violence in Japan.
Sexual violence against women cannot
be tolerated.

SVG’s right to fish for tuna in the
Atlantic Ocean is an excellent
opportunity to earn over a billion
dollars in revenue annually. Presently,
SVG receives a miniscule amount from
the fish licence agreement with Taiwan
and Taiwan is exploiting the people of
SVG. The incompetent ULP regime
allows Taiwan to rob our nation of this
money.

An SVG Green Party government will:
G provide effective policing and security
so all citizens can live without fear
of harm;
G
G

G

G

An SVG Green Party government will
cancel all present fish licences
given to ‘flag of convenience’
upgrade police pay and
foreign vessels and replace
The
rate
pensions;
these licences with jointof rape in SVG
provide more technology
is so high that it is venture agreements
and training in fighting
between SVG and foreign
about 8 times the
crime;
companies. Fifty per cent of
worldwide
all ships’ crews will be
ensure more community
average.
Vincentian. The re-issue of
policing and higher police
fish licences will better suit the
visibility on the streets;
people of SVG, creating hundreds
strengthen border controls to
of jobs and income for our country.
reduce the number of guns coming
into our country and reaching the
streets, and eradicate gun crime;

G modernise and restructure the police
force to make it more efficient and
better able to prevent crime. Police
will spend more time dealing with
crime prevention and the causes of
crime. It will be a more peoplefocused modern approach.

This is important for transfer of
technology, transfer of skills and
making sure the people of SVG get a
respectful share of the takings from
fish. The new modern fish industry
must become the backbone of the SVG
economy with fish processing, fish
canning, fish export and deep sea
fishing.
A Green government will bring in more
fish into local markets so people can
buy fish more easily, and we will focus
on conservation of the marine
environment by setting up fish catch
quotas.

Imagine niche tourism

Mass tourism is a dead end strategy. It
only provides low wage, low skilled,
seasonal jobs and does not prevent the
high leakage of the tourist dollar out of
SVG.

Under the ULP regime income from
tourism has dropped significantly and
many jobs in tourism have been lost.
The mass tourism that they want
All of the countries in the
will turn our youth into sex toys
Caribbean that have tourism as
for rich foreigners and see
Mass
the engine of their economy
prostitution develop. This
tourism is a
are listed in the world’s 15
should not be the destiny of
dead end
most
indebted countries. Mass
our valued young people.
strategy.
tourism is negative. There are
better alternatives to tourism as
An SVG Green Party government
an engine for the SVG economy.
will modernise the tourism
industry and develop a niche holiday
market. To encourage this sector of the
economy and simultaneously sustain
the well-being of the citizens of SVG,
we will ensure tourism has more
benefits for local people and local
businesses.
All research shows that mass tourism
has a negative impact on the SVG
economy.
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Imagine fewer HIV and AIDS cases
The increase in the number of HIV and AIDS cases is
of serious concern to the SVG Green Party. We will
provide a modern health system with better support
for people with HIV and AIDS, and also provide
modern educational programs to help prevent
people from getting AIDS. We will do more
statistical research in order to prevent the spread of
AIDS and HIV, specifically in SVG. Focus should be
on the living conditions and socio-economic factors
of the people in areas where the increase is most
rampant. There needs to be more posters and
newsletters informing the public of dangers and
risk of spread, and more teaching about it in school.

Imagine SVG heritage and
culture respected
SVG is endowed with a very rich
heritage and culture. Culture and
heritage are vital components in nation
building and a good sense of history
provides the foundation necessary for
future progress. A Green government
will protect and preserve the heritage
of our country.
We have in our country many talented
artists and young people who are keen
to learn and perform.

An SVG Green Party government will:
G give support to the expansion of
businesses in cultural goods and
services;
G encourage children and young people
to get involved in our nation’s music;
G support drama societies in schools
and the community;
G impose a ban on the sale of lands to
non-Vincentians. Non-Vincentians
will be able to lease land on a 30-year
lease basis for development
purposes;
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G build museums, galleries and theatres
so that our talented artists and
performers can exhibit their works
and perform cultural productions to
the nation and the world;
G provide financial assistance to
performing arts and cultural groups
to sustain and assist them to travel
abroad and promote the Vincy
culture and earn an income from
their performing talents and skills;
G ensure that our culture is passed on
from one generation to the next and
that it does not get diluted or
overrun by other foreign cultures. We
must teach our children in school the
importance of our rich heritage and
culture.
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Imagine a better quality of life
If we wake up the day after
elections with a ULP
government then we will
wake up with a lot more to
worry about. There is an
expression that applies to
the ULP regime - ‘when
you’re in a hole, you need to
quit digging’.
Imagine a nation that is
prouder, stronger and
better. SVG Green Party
has respect for the
values you cherish and
the values you want to
see reflected in a good
government. An SVG
Green Party government
will deliver and will
care.
Imagine a government
that helps people
improve their lives, not
try to ruin peoples’ lives.
An SVG Green Party
government will alleviate
the problems created by
the incompetent ULP
regime. We have the
economic solutions.

Imagine being free to raise a family in
love and hope; free to earn a living and
be rewarded for your efforts; free not
to shrink to any man in fear and free to
be you so long as being you does not
impair the freedom of others.
We do not have to settle for things as
they are. But, if we do, if there is not a
new government after the next election,
then we betray our own
sense of dignity and the
sacrifices our ancestors
made.

Imagine
no more.

The defeat of the 25th
November 2009
referendum was a great
achievement for the
people of SVG. Getting a
NO vote was a blessing
and saved SVG from the
shackles of communism
and dictatorship. The
NO vote showed that
the people have the
power. Use your power
on election day to bring
prosperity to you and your
family. VOTE GREEN.

On election day,
DARE to make your
Greens are in Parliament in
dreams come true
lots of countries, including
– VOTE
Australia, Germany, France,
GREEN.
Norway, Italy, Finland,

Imagine peace of mind and
prosperity. An SVG Green Party
government will give hope to the
forgotten unemployed, forgotten poor
and the forgotten old and young.

Denmark, Holland, Canada,
Sweden and New Zealand. SVG is in
danger of being left behind.It’s time to
let the sun rise again over SVG after the
dark days of the ULP regime
government. VOTE GREEN.

Vote for the telephone:
Vote Green for Prosperity

